
 
 

 

LEGAL WARNING 
DATA PROTECTION 

 
 

 

The website and the domain www.grupfuste.com correspond to Grup Fusté Cassà, SL, 
with address at Carretera Provincial, no. 337, of Cassà de la Selva (CP 17244) and email 
address fustegrup@grupfuste.com. Integrated by the following companies: 

 Construccions Fusté, SA 
 Formigons Cassà, SLU 
 Fusté Inversions, SL 
 Prefabricats Vibrats, SA 

INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 

The rights to the contents of this site, including the texts, images, graphic designs, brands 
and other distinctive signs (hereinafter the contents), belong to Grup Fusté or to third 
parties that have authorized their use. Grup Fusté presents these contents to inform 
about its services. Grup Fusté authorizes the use of the contents for non-commercial 
purposes as long as the source is clearly indicated. If the contents are used in web 
environments, they must include a link to grupfuste.com. Grup Fusté reserves the right 
to initiate the appropriate legal actions in defense of its intellectual or industrial property 
rights. 

Presentations of the contents of this site in a window other than grupfuste.com (framing) 
are not authorized. 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONTENTS 

Although Grup Fusté acts with the maximum possible diligence, it may be the case that 
some data or information is not completely updated at the time that the user of the 
website consults it. For this reason Grup Fusté declares that the references of the 
products that are presented on its website have an indicative function and do not bind 
Grup Fusté until the express contracting of an order. 

Grup Fusté reserves the right to unilaterally modify, at any time and without prior notice, 
the presentation, configuration and contents of the website. 

Grup Fusté will not be responsible for the information that can be obtained through links 
included in the site. 

TERMS OF USE 

The use of this website implies full acceptance of the terms and conditions of this legal 
notice. Possible conflicts related to this website will be governed exclusively by the law 
of the Spanish State. Every user of the website, regardless of the territorial jurisdiction 
from which their access occurs, accepts compliance with and respect for these clauses, 
expressly waiving any other jurisdiction that may correspond to them. 
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